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Abstract: Blood is a crucial constituent in human body, it supplies supplement and oxygen to all body cells, 

due to this fundamental job, blood donation center was presented in this paper. Manual frameworks 

contrasted with electronic frameworks are time consuming, exorbitant, and human blunders. A mechanized 

focal blood donation center administration framework is created to help with overseeing Donor records, 

observing blood screening and putting away, also give secure clinical reports to further develop clinical 

benefit conveyance. The framework was planned and carried out utilizing MySQL information base, PHP 

programming language, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

They are made in bone marrow. RBC bring oxygen to the cells in your body and delivery carbon dioxide to your lungs 

and breathed out. Oxygen goes food to energy, which is significant for body for smooth working. Platelets are minuscule 

platelets that assist your body with halting dying. Assuming that vein gets harmed, it conveys signals to the platelets. The 

platelets are hurried to the injured part and structure a coagulation to mend the injury. Plasma is the fluid piece of your 

blood. Plasma is yellowish in variety and is made up for the most part of water, yet in addition contains proteins, sugars, 

chemicals and salts. It transports water and supplements to your tissues. white platelets as it were around 1% of your 

blood. WBCs are expected for great wellbeing and security against disease and infection. Like RBC, they are continually 

being created from your bone marrow. They stream in the circulatory system and as-sault unfamiliar bodies, as infections 

and microbes. Thus, as we probably are aware the significance of blood. In the event of absence of blood, the body's 

organs couldn't get the oxygen and supplements they need to get by, we were unable to keep warm or chill, battle diseases, 

or dispose of our own side-effects. Without enough blood, we'd debilitate and pass on. Someone has pallor, sickle cell 

infection, a draining issue, for example, haemophilia, or disease. Blood bonding is an aid for individuals in basic 

condition. Blood bonding, infuse volume of blood, recently taken and put away blood from a sound individual, into a 

patient. To store this blood, we really want blood donation center. Yet, it's Adequately not. There are great many 

individuals who give or require blood, so the executives are very significant. Blood donation center Management System 

is a program-based framework that is intends to store, pro-cess, recover and investigate data related with the regulatory 

with a blood bank. This task targeting keeping up with all the data relating to blood givers, unique blood bunch accessible 

in each blood donation center and help them oversee them in a superior manner. Point is to give straight forwardness in 

this field, make the cycle of getting blood from a blood donation center bother free and debasement free and make the 

arrangement of blood donation center viable. 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In the current Coronavirus circumstance, many individuals dealing with issues in tracking down blood. The apprehension 

about Coronavirus forestalls benefactors to give blood in blood camps, blood donation centres, medical clinics, and so 

forth. Which prompts an absence of blood in the blood donation center and hospital. Currently, a difficult issue in medical 

clinics is the absence of blood during a crisis. The basic need to move blood requires legitimate administration to figure 

out which blood bunch is accessible. One more issue that prompted the plan of this framework which thusly prompted 

human blunders is that the data about the contributor, blood gatherings, following the data is tedious and convoluted 

when it is kept up with physically. For example, when a patient requirement a particular sort of blood and this type isn't 

accessible in the clinic, patient's relatives and companions send messages through online entertainment to the people who 

can give to them and search different medical clinics/blood donation centres for blood, and this cycle takes more time 
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than the existence of the patient to the most perilous. Likewise, it appears to be that there is an absence of legitimate 

documentation about blood contributors and their clinical history. Besides, the manual framework information isn't 

secure, requires a ton of labour supply, notwithstanding that Retrieval information and report creation are tedious. 

 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of nationwide blood bank management system is: 

 To guarantee blood donation center to have great stockpile or inventories of blood stocks 

 To check the accessibility of blood whenever 

 To deal with the data of its blood contributors 

 To keep up with records of blood reservation 

 Contributor's past blood gift data, assuming the individual give blood throughout the previous 3 months 

 To record data about the benefactor and its blood gift exercises 

 Support quick looking to find match blood bunch for the ideal individual. 

 

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed system is divided into four sections which are: donor dashboard, blood bank dashboard, admin dashboard 

and patient requests. Patient can view blood banks and blood stock without signing into the website. They can also reserve 

the blood by fill-up the form. If blood stock is not available, they can raise request for particular blood group by fill up 

the request blood form. They will get notification on their registered mobile number. 

 
Fig. 1. Use case diagram of patient 

 

4.1 Donor Dashboard 

Donor user can get access of donor dashboard by login into the account. Using donor dashboard, Donor can update their 

personal details like name, blood group, weight etc. Donor can view patient request list, donor list, blood bank list, blood 

camp list. Donor can add, view and delete the last blood donated information. This will help donor to record their previous 

donation information. This information helps to find right donor at right time. 

 

4.2 Blood Bank Dashboard 

Before giving access to blood bank, admin verifies the details and documents provided by blood bank. If information is 

genuine and authenticated, then admin gives access to the blood bank for login. After getting access from admin for login, 

blood bank can login their account and access blood bank dashboard. Using blood bank dashboard, blood bank can update 

their details like blood bank name, contact number, contact person name, etc. Blood bank can request donors to donate 
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blood on one click. Donors will get text message regarding this. Blood bank can manage blood stocks and blood requests 

using blood bank dashboard. It will help blood bank to maintain records of their blood stocks. 

 
Fig. 2. Use case diagram of donor dashboard 

 
Fig. 3. Use case diagram of blood bank dashboard 
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4.3 Admin Dashboard 

Admin is the super user of this system. Admin can manage all system with the help of admin dashboard. Using admin 

dashboard, admin can add, update and delete donor and blood bank account. Admin also add, update and delete patient 

blood requests. Admin can manage home page details like contact us queries, contact info and about us content. 

 
Fig. 4. Use case diagram of admin dashboard 

 

4.4 Working of Application 

Reserve Blood from blood bank 

Find the nearest blood bank 

 
Fig. 5. Blood stock list 
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Click on reserve button and fill the form 

 
Fig. 6. Reserve blood form 

After successfully submitting form, patient will get update on their registered contact number. 

 

Record previous blood donation information 

Donor can update their previous blood donation information and can upload the certificate of blood donation. 

 
Fig. 7. Last blood donated details form 

 

After filled up form and submitted successfully, details updated on database. Donor can view their donation history 

anytime. 

 
Fig. 8. List of previous blood donation 
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Manage blood reservation requests of patients 

Blood bank will manage requests for blood through blood bank dashboard. 

 
Fig. 9. list of active requests of blood 

Blood bank must update status for request of blood like:  

 Accepted: Request accepted by the blood bank 

 Deny: Request denied by the blood bank 

 Claim: Blood claimed by the patient 

 Not claim: Blood not claimed by the patient 

 

List of all requests of blood 

 
Fig. 10. List of all requests of blood 

 

V. DISCUSSION 

Cross country BBMS site defeats the downsides of this framework. The Blood Bank assists individuals who with 

requiring a blood by giving them in general insights about the benefactors with a similar blood bunch and inside their 

city. the advantages of the projected framework are recorded underneath: 

 Individuals needing blood can look for the contributors by giving their blood gathering and city name. 

 It is entirely adaptable and easy to understand. 

 The individual's time and work are decreased a lot of which wins in the current framework. 

 Simple and Helpful. 

 Individuals are not restricted to get or offer types of assistance in working hours of the branch just; he/she is 

overhauled 24 hours per day, 7 days of week and 365 days of the year. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This project has given us an ample opportunity to design, code, test and implements an application. This has helped in 

putting into practice and Database Management concepts like maintaining integrity and consistency of data. Further, this 

has helped us to learn more about HTML, JavaScript, CSS, Bootstrap, PHP, MYSQL. The aim of Life Source Blood 

Bank Website is to create a bridge between the demand and supply of blood. The main purpose of this Life Source 

Website is to bring the donor and the patient in a common platform. The most important viewpoint of this Website is for 

men and women who are willing to donate blood to the patients It ought to encourage new donors and retain previous 
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donors to give blood. This Website is de-signed to overcome the problems of the existing system. For each blood demand 

request it’ll improve the potency of da-ta communication inside the supply chain 
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